What is a Learning Journey?

A Learning Journey is a visual guide to help you think about the path to become fully competent with a new SAP innovation.

This visualization should make it easier to see every offering that is available for a topic and understand how things are connected.

The journey is not a “mandatory” track or sequence of courses. It offers you a high-level view of your choices. Based on your goals and your prior knowledge, you can select what would work for you.

How can I use it?

Each learning journey is presented using the metaphor of a subway map. Each “station” tile represents a course, learning room, or any other kind of learning offering:

- Basic information such as the name, type, and duration is easily accessible.
  (In some cases a code is shown - as in this SAP Education course: SAPX05 or SAPX5e)

- Simple buttons will take you directly to the learning offering / course.
  (In some cases you may need to register first or pay additional fees depending on your situation.)

Why “beta”?  

We have just started exploring the value of this visualization, so if you have feedback or ideas about how to make the Learning Journey better, let us know! We appreciate a lot everyone’s contributions.

Next: Explore!  

Learning Journey for SAP Business Warehouse
Learning Journeys for SAP Business Warehouse
A simple way to guide your learning

Explore and build your learning path based on your role, area of interest, or learning needs:

- SAP Business Warehouse (BW) 7.4
- SAP Business Warehouse powered by SAP HANA
Learning Journey for SAP Business Warehouse (BW) 7.4
Focus Area: Implementing SAP Business Warehouse 7.4

Start with a quick orientation

Go deeper & become fully competent with SAP BW 7.4

Modeling & Data Management

SAP BW Learning Room

Register*
Launch

(*) You must be registered to access a Learning Room!

SAP Certified Application Associate Modeling & Data Management with SAP BW 7.4
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(*) Consultant Academy Training
Learning Journey for SAP Business Warehouse 7.4
Focus Area: Implementing SAP Business Warehouse 7.4

Expand your skills...

Business Warehouse: Data Warehousing

- User Management & Authorizations
  - BW305-C
  - BW306
  - BW307

- BW Data Mining & Analysis Process Designer
  - BW308
  - BW309

- Business Warehouse: Planning
  - BW – Integrated Planning
    - BW310
  - BW Data Mining & Analysis Process Designer
    - BW311

Business Warehouse: Reporting

- BW Portal Integration
  - BW312

- BW Workbook Designer with BEx Designer
  - BW313

- User Management & Authorizations
  - BW314

- BW – Business Warehouse Accelerator
  - BW315

Technology & Administration

- User Management & Authorizations
  - BW316

- SAP HANA
  - For BW experts who want to update their knowledge to include SAP HANA:
    - Data Warehousing with SAP BW on SAP HANA
      - BW317

- SAP BW Powered by SAP HANA
  - BW318

Stay up-to-date!

Feedback?
Was this map useful? Do you have ideas for how to improve it? We’d love to get your feedback.
Start with a quick orientation

Go deeper become fully competent with SAP BW7.5 on HANA SPS11

Stay up-to-date!
What kind of Learning Experiences does SAP offer?

**Face-to-Face & Virtual Classroom Learning**
offer the traditional instructor-led training experience.
Instructors and learners meet at a training site or, in the case of Virtual Live Classrooms (VLC), they connect over the web to participate in a comprehensive training and hands-on learning experience.

**eLearning**
provides interactive, Web-based materials that you can use at your own pace. You control what to focus on and when; decide how many times you want to go over the materials, and when to stop.
eLearning can contain text, videos, demos, simulations, and other media and can be used for regular courses, Early Knowledge Transfer, or other purposes.

**openSAP courses**
are free, open, online courses on SAP’s latest innovations.
Courses consist of videos, self-tests, discussion forums, weekly assignments, and a final exam.
After a course closes, all learning content remains available for consumption in self-paced mode.

**Learning Rooms**
are online social environments where you can build and expand your SAP skills with informal social learning and curated learning content.
SAP Learning Rooms are delivered through the SAP Learning Hub and include all the content needed to achieve specific learning goals.

**Academies / eAcademies**
are “bundles” of learning offerings that cover the content of multiple classroom or eLearning courses together.
Often, these integrated offerings lead to a certification or are designed to facilitate the uniform training of project teams.

**Certifications**
are exams of different lengths and types, validating specific levels of competence with SAP solution knowledge and skills such as Associate, Specialist, or Professional.
Certification exams can be taken worldwide at physical and virtual locations.

**SAP Live Access**
lets you get hands-on experience with a live, fully supported, and private SAP system—preconfigured with the data you need to complete the exercises in SAP Learning Hub classes and free exploration.
Available to SAP Learning Hub subscribers in fixed-hour plans.

Where to access SAP Learning:

- The **SAP Learning Hub** provides access to eLearning courses, Learning Rooms, EKT Learning Maps, and Handbooks or “Flipbooks.”
  (*)Specific offerings might require different subscription levels or “editions.”

- The **SAP Training Shop** allows you to book Classroom trainings as well as, in some cases, individual e-Learnings courses.

- **open.sap.com** provides access to openSAP courses (live and self-paced.)
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